English 12 Original Composition
Scale Point: 3
Comment
This paper was awarded a “3”. It is barely adequate. It is marred by poor organization and errors
which impede the fluency of the paper. The marker is aware of purpose and the paper does
address the topic.
From the time you were born each day brings the growth of once a small being to a
mature responsible person. The duration of life brings many new things, from the time of
your first baby step, to the day of your graduation. Years of which that are filled with
many suprises/experiances the Bumps in the road that make you who you are.
Morning to night, Twenty four hours in a day, a world filled with trillions of people. as you
look around you, you see vast amounts of people like yourself who are experiancing
many new things. By trying out new things you are truly learning, maturing and seeing
things in a whole new perspective. You see and use different ways and methods of
doing tasks and look back and see who you once were and who you are today.
I see each day as a new challange, a sort of adventure. My head held high as I know I
can do anything I set my mind out to do. By taking risks and making mistakes are just
the mere Imperfections in which make me think twice next time.
From the time I was little my parents guided me through life. Sheltering me from pain,
sorrow, and heartbreak taking away the experiances in which they thought would hurt
me. Now as a young Adult I need and I strongly believe people in general need to see
things for themselves and feeling the feelings in which we never felt before in order to
mature into a strong fully capable Adult.
The Stepping Stones of the term “life” aren’t always flat and easy and you have to work
from many things this experiance the greastest of all may be tough and sometimes you
may want to give up but just try your best and you can acieve the impossible.
Experiances to me are seen as a gift. So many lessons in which to learn and grow to
become a better person. Experiance helps greatly to help you mature physically and
mentally and is the mark of a new adventure as each day is a challange full of
experiances.

